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Though considered separate models, Jaguar's Xk8 is well worthy of consideration ... just used GM or Benz automatics and Nissan and Honda manuals.) What we all want from Jaguars are stunning ...

2000 Jaguar Xk8 Review

Though considered separate models, Jaguar's Xk8 is well worthy of consideration ... just used GM or Benz automatics and Nissan and Honda manuals.) What we all want from Jaguars are stunning ...

2000 Jaguar XKR Review

Before we left with our new car, Wade went through all the technology and settings in the vehicle so we weren't left paging through an owners manual to figure out how to pair our cell phones and ...

Used Lexus SC 430 for sale in Milwaukee, WI

Used I usually do not write reviews, however, had to make an exception here. We recently purchased a 2003 911 Turbo from RFMC. We worked with Mike and had an excellent experience with the whole ...
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